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II. NOMBEEING PLAN -
A. Subscribers1 Directory lumbers

The original design of the CX-30, CX-60 and 
for four-digit directory numbers for all subscribers, 
sequently been provided for three digit numbers where 
offered for mors than ten parties per line*

C3WL00 offices provided 
Arrangements have sub

part/ line service is not

Under the four digit arrangement all subscribers* directory numbers 
consist of an initial digit tt2" or "3* to indicate whether the ringing code is 
in the first or second set of ten codes, followed by the two digit terminal 
number (tans and units digits) and then a single digit to indicate the ringing 
code* |

On the three digit arrangement the initial digit *2* or v3n is hot 
used* The three digits used represent the terminal number (tens and units 
digits) and the ringing code*

The following is the numbering of line terminalsj

CX-30 20-4-9
CX-60 20-79
CX-1Q0 00-99 (Four digit arrangement)
CX-100 20-99 (Three digit arrangement)

B. Ringing Codes

Ringing codes are as follows:

Code Side of mx$oo Binging Signal
(final Digit) Lins First Set . Second Set

1 Ring 1 long *  1 short 1 long
2 Tip 4 2 shprts s 3 shorts
3 Ring L A shorts ■*" 5 shorts
A Tip 2 longs ue x short 2 longs
5 Ring t 2 longs 1 short h 1 short 2 longs 1 short
6 Tip 2 shorts 1 long * 3 shorts X long
7 Ring fr 2 shorts 1 long 1 short sn 3 shorts 1 long 1 short
3 Tip K' 1 long 1 short /u 1 short 1 long 1 short
9 Fling cL 1 long 2 shorts A  1 short X long 2 shorts
0 Tip J- 1 long 3 shorts short 1 long 3 shorts
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ii* m m m i m  plas (cont«d)

C. Trunks to Other Offices

The codes available for trunks to other offices are as follows?

Connects to Line ^
Office

s
CX-30, CX-6Q and
CX-100 (Four digit arrangement)

Codes
Available

fc. . ^
\v , 411 
i /

Terminal Humber
o vt/^ U 1*

‘ V*r «

20, 21, ate*, as req1!. 
30, 31, etc., as req*d. 
AO, 4-1 j etc*, as rsqfd.

CX-100 (Three digit arrangement) 0
9a
etc*

00, 01, etc,, as req*d*
)Any number whose unit 
)digit is B0f! eiccept w10w or «00M, 
such as

20, 21, «ta •
30, 31, ox-c*

■ D# P*B*X* Trunks

The first trunk of a P,B*X. group must have a units digit of w0*. 
Trunk hunting is effective only with the zero units digit. This permits 
P*J*X* trunks other than the first to ‘be used for night listing service*

The following terminals in each line group may be used for P.B.X*
trunks?

20, 21, etc* (unless used for operator trunks)
30, 31, etc*
40, 41# etc*

C -A O o - O ? - o -i,0 -l\ ŝ=i-

a  ( H V t,v~- C<<cc/v.»j St-* V
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VI# METHOD OF OPERATION

A* Line Circuit

Tliis circuit is associated with subscriber lines* It performs the 
functions usually performed by such a circuit* If dialing is not started 
within a timed interval of from two to four minutes after the receiver has 
been removed from the switchhook, or if trouble of a certain kind exists 
on the line,, the circuit will lock itself out and release the line finder 
to handle other calls*

A local lamp signal is lighted when a line is in the locked out 
condition* When the receiver is replaced on the switchhcok, or when the 
trouble is cleared, the line will restore itself to service and the lamp 
signal will be extinguished.

Operator office trunks also, are assigned to line circuits* On 
incoming calls from the operator office the circuit functions to accomplish 
results similar -to- those obtained in its association with subscriber lines*

B« Auxiliary Coin Box Line Circuit

This circuit is associated with postpayment coin box lines* No 
deposit is required to reach an operator. The operator on plug in, in 
answering a call from a coin box customer will receive a momentary identi
fying tone# The operator may cause the tone to be repeated b y 'replugging# 
Coin collection is handled in the usual manner*

Three types of coin tones are availablet 

1* Tick Tone
2# Single Spurt Dial Tone (Recommended}
3* Interrupted Dial Tone

It is recommended that coin box lines be assigned in the % *  tens 
group j i*e., 40 to 4-9*

To call a station served by the community dial office, the customer 
will dial the listed number* When the ringing signal stops, a distinctive 
tone will be heard on the line indicating that the called party has answered 
and that a coin should be deposited* The talking circuit will remain open, 
and conversation cannot take place until a coin is deposited. The culled 
party should recognise from the absence of dial tons that he should wait on 
the line* When deposit is made, the tone will be removed and the connection 
will be cut through*

C* Grounded Line Adapter Circuit

This circuit is used as an interim* -late circuit between grounded 
lines and the line circuit*

The lockout feature of a line operated through a grounded line 
adapter is effective and. will operate in the usual manner*
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D* Link Circuit

Ths link circuit permanently associates a line finder with a con
nector, It functions to find a calling line, completes the connection to the 
called station, and supplies talking battery to the connection,

E, Lin© Finder

The function of the line finder is to find a calling line and to 
extend it to a connector. In these offices each line finder is permanently 
connected to a connector,    —

Line finders are provided with a guard circuit which prevents 
double connections when two or more calls are originated at the sains instant. 
They are arranged so that successive calls will engage different line finders 
in rotation. If trouble is experienced in making a call the next attempt will 
be routed to a different line finder and connector, ..

The distributing- relays are arranged so that idle finders and. con
nectors are assigned in rotation and successive calls will taka different 
paths* Another feature is the provision of different first choice outlets 
from lines with different units digits, i.s,, if a call is originated from 
line 11, (21, 31, etc,) line finder 1, if idle, will pick up line 11. (If 
line finder 1 is busy and line finder 2 is idle, line finder 2 will pick up 
line 11 and so on) but if a call is originated from line 12 (22, 32, etc,) 
line finder 2, if idle, will pick up line 12 (if line finder 2 is busy and 
line finder 3 is idle, line finder 3 will pick up line 12 and so on). Thus 
a calling line will always have access 'to an idle finder unless all line find
ers are busy,

Vdien the receiver is removed from the svdtchhook at a calling station, 
the switchhook of the telephone closes a circuit through the line relay assoc
iated with the calling line causing it to operate and associate itself with a 
line finder. In order to select the particular line which may be calling, the 
ten-line group in which the calling line is associated is selected by the opera— 
tion of a TENS relay and the calling line itself is selected in the ten-line 
group try the operation of a UNITS relay.

Obviously there must be as many TENS relays in each line finder as 
there are groups of ten lines, A 100 line group require© ten THIS relays 
in each line finder, a 30 line group, three TENS relays, etc, '

The selection of the calling line in a group of ten lines requires 
tan UNITS relays in each lina finder, '

Thus, of all the lines in the 100 line group, only ten are connected 
to the UNITS relays of a line finder whan a TENS relay is operated and of 
these ten lines, only one is connected when a units relay is operated, ©*g,, 
line 31 is selected by the operation of TENS relay 30 and UNITS relay 1. °Thus 
any line in a line group may be selected by the operation of the TENS digit 
and UNITS digit of the calling line.

If it is desired to ascertain which lina is calling over a certain
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line finder it is only necessary to find which TENS relay and which UNITS 
relay are operated in the line finder, their designations indicating the 
number of the calling line*

When the calling customer restores the receiver to the switchback 
the line finder will release* If the calling customer removes the receiver 
from the switchhook and does not commence dialing within two to four min
utes, the line finder will release and the calling station will be locked 
out until the receiver is replaced on the switchhook#

When a calling customer restores his receiver to the switchhook 
before the called customer hangs up,, the called line will be locked out 
until the called customer restores the receiver to the switchhook*

A customer attempting to originate a call when all line finders are 
busy will receive no dial tone or busy 'tone*

F* Connector

The purpose of the connector is to return dial tone to the calling 
line, to select the called line and station in a group of lines, to supply- 
ringing current to the called station if the called line is idle, or to 
return the audible busy signal to the calling line if a busy condition is 
encountered*

The connector is engaged by its associated line finder when a call 
is originated as described in the paragraphs headed «Lins Finder0.

The selection of the desired line is accomplished, in the con
nector, by means of connector TENS and UNITS relays in a manner similar to 
that described for the line finder.

When the customer dials the tens digit of the called number, a re
lay ”counting chain0, of “register0, records the number dialed and then 
causes the selection of the 10-line group containing the called line, by 
operating the connector TENS relay associated with that group. After the 
selection of the TENS relay the counting chain is restored preparatory to 
the recaption of the UNITS digit of the called number*

'When the UNITS digit is dialed by the calling customer, the' counting 
chain again records the digit dialed and causes the selection of the desired 
line in the previously selected 10-line group, by operating the proper UNITS 
relay. The counting chain is again restored and the digit which indicates 
the ringing cods is recorded when dialed.

If it is desired to ascertain which line is being called on a 
certain connector, it is only necessary to find which TENS relay and which 
UNITS relay are operated In the connector, their designations indicating the 
number of the called line* The called station can be determined by noting 
the number of the ringing code selection relay operated.

As soon as the line finder TENS and UNITS relays are operated, 
the connector will hold itself in an engaged position by closing: the loop
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to the calling line and will actuate its own delayed release circuit so that 
it will not release during dialing*

The connector returns dial tone to the calling customer indicating 
that the circuit is ready for dialing* After the line selection digits have 
been dialed the connector tests the called line to determine if it is busy.
If the called line is busy, busy tons is returned to the calling line. If 
the called line is idle, the connector will ring the called station.

The connector will continue to ring the called station until the 
called station answers, the calling party restores the receiver to the 
switehhook, or the time disconnect feature releases the connection. The 
calling customer will receive the audible ringing signal*

The connector is arranged to trip the ringing only during the silent 
interval, i.e., between rings*

The connector is arranged to absorb a preliminary pulse*

The release of an established connection between two dial lines is 
controlled by the calling party*

G* Operator Office Trunk Circuit

This circuit is arranged for two-way operation*

then a customer dials nQn the audible ringing signal is returned on 
the trunk until the operator answers*

The calling customer can recall the operator by flashing* If the 
operator disconnects while the receiver is off the switehhook, the connection 
will not be released, the trunk lamp will relight, or the line signal will 
operate, 'and the audible ringing signal will again be returned to the call
ing station.

When a trunk is taken up at the operator office on an incoming call, 
the trunk will become busy to outgoing calls and when a link becomes associated 
with the trunk, dial tone will be returned to the calling operator as a signal 
that she should start dialing* \)■ v __" ' >

The release of the trunk is under joint control of the operator*s 
cord circuit anti the switehhook of the called station* Both the customer and 
operator must disconnect in order to release the connection. The called 
customer can recall the operator by flashing, Switehhook supervision will be 
received at the operator office.

In case a call in either direction over the trunk is not answered'' 
and the customer in the dial office does not restore his receiver to the 
switehhook, the connection will be released by the incomplete call discon
nect feature in the link, within a timed interval of from two to four min
utes. The dial line will go on lockout until the receiver at the hail sta
tion is restored to the switehhook* Further, if the operator fails to dis
connect after the termination of a conversation, the incomplete call discon
nect feature will release the link after a lapse of two to four minutes. The
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line or trank which held the connection will go on lockout, while the other 
line or trunk will be restored to service*

An all trunk busy register will be associated with these tranks.

H. Automatic Trunk Selection Circuit

The purpose of the automatic trunk selection circuit is to select 
an idle trunk in a group of two or more trunks when a trunk call is made#

Each successive trunk call is routed to the next idle trunk in se
quence* If the last trunk in the group is busy, the sequence will change 
to the first trunk in the group*

If all the tranks in a group are busy, the audible busy signal will 
be returned to the calling station*

I* Verifying

To verify a busy condition or to establish connection to a busy 
line under emergency conditions, the operator will dial w6** and then the 
called number as listed. The dialing of an initial **6R prepares the con
nector circuit to disregard the busy condition and to establish connection 
to the called line without ringing*

Should the called line become idle during the interval the con
nection is being established the called station will be rung and the call 
will be completed, in the usual manner*

J. Reverting Calls

Party line customers will be notified of the numbers of other sta
tions on their own line* To call another station on the says, line, the 
customer will dial the listed number of the desired station* As soon as 
dialing is completed, the calling customer will hear the busy tone and 
should hang up* On divided ringing lines, the called customer*s ring .ill 
be sent out on both sides of the line* On bridged ringing lines, the 
called customer*s code will ring all hells* Ringing will continue until 
someone on the line answers, whereupon the connector will restore to normal* 
The line circuit will then hold the line in the locksd-out condition* When 
'both customers- hang up, the line circuit will restore to normal* If no 
answer is received, the calling customer should taka his receiver off the 
switchhook momentarily to stop the ringing. (See also the paragraphs on 
"Time Release and Lock-Out Features”).

K* Time Release and Line Lock-Out Features

The time release feature automatically releases a connection under 
the following conditions*

1* When a permanent signal or incompletely dialed number condition 
exists for more than two to four minutes on a link*
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2* If a call is not answered within two to four minutes after start 
of ringing#

3# If the calling customer fails to release within two to four min
utes after the called customer hangs up or the operator disconnects*

4# Reverting calls left in the ringing position without answer for 
two to four minutes*

After release of a connection under these conditions, the released 
line is held by the line circuit in the locked-out condition until the re
ceiver is restored to the hook or in the case of a trouble condition, until 
the trouble is cleared#

If the called customer fails to hang up after the calling customer 
has hang up, the connection is immediately released and the called line is 
locked out#

h* Intercepting...Service - Disconnected a^d Changed Numbers

Intercepting service will not be given# If a vacant connector 
terminal is dialed the audible ringing signal will be heard, and the call 
will result in an apparent "donH answer** #

M* Traffic Registers

A peg count register is operated on each originating call* Tills 
register will operate each time a receiver is removed from the switchhook 
at the calling station and a link is seised, regardless of whether the 
connection is completed or not*

An overflow register is operated each time an all links busy con
dition exists and one or more customers attempt to originate a call. The 
overflow register operates on the first attempt mads to complete a call 
when all links are busy# Additional overflows will not be recorded until 
after the register has been unlocked by a link becoming available*

Alarms and Alarm Checking Terminal

In case of trouble in the dial equipment of a nature that will 
cause a major alarm, the alarm sender automatically establishes e connec
tion with, the last equipped operator office trunk. Should the last trunk 
be busy when the trouble occurs, the alarm sender will wait until the trunk 
has been released, and then establish the connection*

When the operator answers, the presence of busy tone on the trank 
indicates a major trouble condition in the dial office*

A condition of minor alarm (line-lockout) will not cause a trunk 
to be seized to signal the operator#

When the operator disconnects, the trunk is automatically released 
from the alarm circuit and restored to service*




